Tour of Lebanon

The “Tour of Lebanon” is a multi-stage endurance touring bike, organized as an
amateur cycling event in Lebanon every year.

It’s neither a race nor an official tour, and it’s not organized by an official or any
nongovernmental organization. Each stage takes riders through the magnificent
landscape of Lebanon, and its wonderful climate. The itinerary will go through variant
topography, from the coastal roads climbing up into our lovely mountains and valleys,
and along the “Bekaa” plain. Some sections of the Tour will include rides through
major cities and picturesque villages. The entire ride will be fully-supported by escort
cars through the whole ride for emergencies.
They are a group of passionate cyclists that organizes touring bike events in Lebanon
every one or two months. They started last year with few cyclists and our group is
growing fast.
Its mission is to inspire people of all ages to travel by bicycle for fitness, fun, and selfdiscovery, to go beyond their capacities and explore new horizons! Its main goals are
to share our love for cycling, for nature, for a green attitude, preserving a clean
environment, for healthy sport, and also to share its extraordinary touring bike
events…

DBAYEH – TRIPOLI & back
2014 Cycling season has begun! They will start their trips this year on Sunday on 2
March, just before spring. These trips will be training for its upcoming events, the first
one on the 12 & 13 April, South Tour of Lebanon. So this Sunday trip is a flat smooth
one, starting on the highway to Chekka then on the coastal road to Tripoli. They will
stop in Enfeh at the Lady Church & Monastery (Sayidat El-Rih). It’s a go and back
itinerary, on the way back they will return through the coast road.
It’s a Trip for all levels Advanced, Medium and Easy, so any cyclist can join. There will
be 4 starting points, 3 on the way. But to be able to do so, PLEASE they need you to
be PUNCTUAL. They will stop for a few minutes, in every Start point for gathering and
start at the predefined time. They will split into 2 groups, a fast one and a second slow
moderate group.
For any info: 03 240170 – 03 119362 – 03 473239
Schedule of cycling events for this year 2014
Crazy challenging its events! Always in a funny and friendly atmosphere.
So if you’re a daring challenging Adventurer Cyclist lover … this is for you! Are you
ready?
The schedule of its Cycling events for this year 2014 is:
1) South Tour of Lebanon – 2 days: 12 & 13 April
2) Cedars Tour of Lebanon: 31 May & 1 June
3) Tour of Lebanon – 4 days: 26-27-28-29 June
4) North Tour of Lebanon – 2 days: 2 & 3 September
5) A fifth event will be announced later for 2 days.
Every Sunday they will organize a trip, unless unexpected events.
For info & reservations: 00691 3 240170
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